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Advanced Stretch Mark Prevention

New Formula!

Advanced result-oriented
ingredients
We have three layers of skin: the epidermis
(outer layer), the dermis (middle layer),
and the subcutaneous stratum (deepest
layer). Stretch marks (also known as striae
graridarum) occur in the dermis; the elastic,
resilient middle layer that allows skin to retain
its shape. When the dermis is constantly
stretched, the skin becomes less elastic and
the connective fibers break. The result is the
markings we know as stretch marks. Also,
when the skin is cut or scraped the injury

a peptide complex clinically
proven to prevent stretch marks

n Prevents future stretch marks
n T
ightens and smooths all
skin types

n Fast-absorbing
n P
araben free

6 OZ. Bottle
MSRP

$49.95 ea.

protective and repairing complex especially
intended for the prevention of stretch
marks. Our stretch mark prevention cream
contains rare powdered elastin concentrate
with almost 100% amino acid concentrate.
Combined with high-potency collagen and
boosted by soy protein, Elastin3 lightens
and firms existing marks and prevents
future stretch marks while giving skin a more
youthful appearance. This new, innovative
stretch mark therapy cream (proven by Dr.
S. M. Braun in Paris, France) is almost 100%

heals but an unsightly scar will remain.

effective in preventing stretch marks when

Elastin3 contains Regu -

continued daily until six weeks after birth.

Stretch, a unique complex

While cocoa butter makes skin feel softer,

that protects skin structure

it does not provide skin with the natural

from tissue degradation, while

elements affecting skin elasticity provided by

used at the beginning of pregnancy and

®

n F
ormulated with Regu®-Stretch,

formulated with Regu®-Stretch, an excellent,

stimulating the synthesis

Robelyn Labs Elastin3. After using Elastin3
post-pregnancy skin can be tighter, smoother

of collagen to prevent the

and more natural looking and feeling.

formation of stretch marks.

Elastin3 prevents the development of stretch

Strengthening skin’s elasticity is the key to

marks with our exclusive peptide enhanced

stretch mark prevention. Elastin is what your

treatment which is safe for use before,

body naturally manufactures to control skin’s

during, and even after pregnancy. Ideal not

elasticity. The extreme, rapid stretching of

only for new moms, but women in any stage

the skin during pregnancy weakens the

of life. Elastin3 contains the high-potency

elastin fibers. Preventative creams that

ingredients that help prevent, treat, firm,

contain collagen and soy, can reinforce

repair and rejuvenate damaged skin. It is

skin’s elastin. Elastin3 does just that! It is

effective for all skin types.

a smooth, fast-absorbing cream that is
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